
galaxy

designed by 
Natuzzi Design Center 

A galaxy of comfort and 
innovation with a depth of just 
one metre which makes this 
sofa ideal for living areas of an 
“earthly” size. Galaxy offers the 
utmost in versatility, modularity 
and next-generation space-
saving features.



features

by Natuzzi Design Center 
Galaxy lives up to its name with a galaxy of 
versatile design elements with linear and 
corner versions, suited to every space and 
lifestyle. You can choose seats that are 
smaller or larger, depending on your space 
and comfort requirements. The model 
offers the utmost in terms of versatility and 
comfort and you can choose from:
 -a version with recliner mechanism that 
can be activated separately on each seat, 
headrest and footrest.  
The headrest has a dual function: it can 
be raised to provide enhanced comfort 
for taller people and reclined forwards 
manually to achieve the desired position 
while watching TV or reading a book.
 -version with height-adjustable headrest
 -version without recliner mechanism.
 -A corner version may include all the 
different options described.

Relax functions
The Zero Wall space-saver system enables 
the recliner mechanism to be activated 
without having to pull the sofa away from 
the wall.

Coverings
Galaxy’s linear design can be upholstered 
in high-quality Natuzzi leather or fabric. 
This model has an exquisite leather insert 
on the armrest.

Feet height 
4.0 cm | 1.6’’



Precious 
handcrafted 
details give 
character and  
a sense of 
exclusivity.



The incredibly versatile design 
of the Galaxy sofa allows for 
personalisation so you can 
achieve a result that suits 
your style, space and comfort 
requirements down to the ground. 

Here are some suggested 
arrangements.

Two-seater sofa

H85 - W202 - D100 cm

H33 - W79 - D39’

Three-seater sofa

H77 - W289 - D168 cm

H30 - W114 - D66’’

Sectional

H77 - W296 - D296 cm

H30 - W117 - D117’’

Chaise sofa

H77 - W286 - D159 cm

H30 - W113 - D63’’

Sectional with chaise-longue

H77 - W296 - D383 cm

H30 - W117 - D151’
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